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ECOBOX for the sustainable recycling of  
acrylic and polycarbonate scrap

We recycle your acrylic (PMMA) and polycarbonate (PC) scrap, because true sustainability and circular economy are 
important to us. With the ECOBOX, we close the loop by recycling your collected acrylic or polycarbonate waste and 
producing the recycling raw material RECYKLATE from it. Our customers produce new sustainable products from the 
recycled material, such as sheets, lamps or sockets.

Recycling has never been so easy

What should you pay attention for?

Simply order the ECOBOXES online, fill them with acrylic glass  
or polycarbonate scrap and have them collected again free of 
charge from us. On request, we will send you new ECO-BOXES 
again and exchange them when we collect the full boxes.

Be part of the ECOBOX

The cost per box:  10 € per month 
 (First month: 25 €)

Transport costs: 0,00 €

Disposal costs: 0,00 €

Separation according to type

Only pure acrylic glass or pure polycarbonate in any shape and 
color but without foreign substances and other waste may be 
collected in the ECOBOX. A correctly sorted collection is very 
important: acrylic to acrylic and PC to PC. If you are unsure, 
please contact us.

Quantity

In order to ensure cost-effectiveness and sustainability, please 
fill the ECOBOXES completely.

Loading

Please stack the full boxes on top of each other when loaded onto 
the truck. You may need a forklift or a pallet stacker for this.

What is allowed in the ECOBOX for acrylic glass?

Acrylic glass of all brands, offcuts, XT, GS, resist, hard-coa-
ted, colorless, white, colored, printed, with foil, without foil, 
corrugated sheets, multiwall sheets, solid sheets, tubes and 
rods, old acrylic after use, displays, advertising signs, room 
dividers, hygiene protection screens, roofing sheets etc.

What is not allowed: shavings, metal, other plastics,  
other waste

What is allowed in the ECOBOX for polycarbonate?

Polycarbonate of all brands, sheet rests, offcuts, with or 
without foil, colorless, white, colored, printed, corrugated 
sheets, multiwall sheets, solid sheets, displays, room divi-
ders, hygiene protection screens, waste material after use 
(however not soiled or weathered).

What is not allowed: shavings, metal, other plastics, 
other waste
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If you regularly need to collect large quantities of acrylic 
glass or polycarbonate scrap, we will be happy to make you 
an individual offer, with comprehensive services and an in-
teresting emuneration.

Order the ECOBOX directly now:
www.pekutherm.de/en/ecobox

https://www.pekutherm.de/ecobox/
http://www.pekutherm.de/en/ecobox

